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Abstract—In today’s world, business often depends on the
customer feedback and reviews. Sentiment analysis helps iden-
tify and extract information about the sentiment or emotion
of the topic or document. Attribute selection is a challenging
problem especially with large datasets in actionable pattern
mining algorithms. Action Rule Mining is one of the methods
to discover actionable patterns from data. Action Rules are
rules that help describe specific actions to be made in the
form of conditions that help achieve the desired outcome.
The rules help to change from any undesirable or negative
state to a more desirable or positive state. In this paper
we present a Lexicon based weighted scheme approach to
identify emotions from customer feedback data in the area of
manufacturing business. Also, we use Rough sets and explore
the attribute selection method for large scale datasets. Then we
apply Actionable pattern mining to extract possible emotion
change recommendations.This kind of recommendations help
business analyst to improve their customer service which leads
to customer satisfaction and increase sales revenue.

Keywords—Actionable Pattern Discovery, Attribute Selec-
tion, Business Data, Data Mining, Emotion.

I. INTRODUCTION

According to Merriam-Webster dictionary, emotion is

defined as a conscious mental reaction (such as joy,

anger or fear) subjectively experienced as strong feeling

usually directed toward a specific object and typically

accompanied by physiological and behavioral changes in

the body [1]. Emotions are integral part of human life.

In today’s world social media plays and integral role

and people communicate their views about a product or

business. For example, customer reviews and rating is a

major aspect. Positive customer reviews helps business

gain more customers. Customer satisfaction determines

customer happiness with the products, services and ca-

pabilities. Customer satisfaction information, including

surveys and ratings, can help a company determine

how to best improve their products and services. It is

important for the business or organization to understand

the voice of customer and get detailed insights of what

their customers need and tailor the service accordingly to

improve customer loyalty which helps improve business

revenue. Emotion mining is the science of identifying hu-

man feeling or opinions towards different services, issues

and others. Text emotion mining has many applications

including helping customer care services, recommending

music or movies to users, e-learning materials. In this

work we introduce a lexicon based weighted scheme

approach for text emotion classification using customer

feedback data in the area of manufacturing business.

The main goal here is to help business provide better

customer service and improve customer satisfaction.

Actionability is a property of the discovered knowl-

edge. Actionable patterns help benefit the user to accom-

plish the goals. These patterns provide information about

past events and can be utilized for prospective decisions.

In this work, we discover Actionable Patterns based on

the emotions identified from the customer feedback data,

which suggest ways to alter the user’s emotion to a more

positive or desirable state.

Data is distinct pieces of information that contains

several features or attributes. Most of the real world

data comes with number of attributes attached that

are formatted in a specific way and gives meaning to

the data. For example - medical data can be high-

dimensional with different parameters like symptoms,
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Fig. 1. Annual Size of Global Datasphere [9]

treatment, diagnosis, disease, blood pressure, blood type,

medication, admission date, patient information, and

many more. The more attributes the data contains, it

becomes difficult when dealing with machine learning,

data mining, statistical, and or pattern mining algorithms

[2], [3].

Thus feature selection has become one of the most

important technique in data processing. Some of the

attributes in the data may be superfluous or redundant

which degenerates the learning algorithm performance.

Feature selection is the process of finding a subset of

features (that are not redundant or superfluous) from set

of all features in the given dataset, while preserving the

inherent meaning of the data. Such attributes which fully

characterize the knowledge in the database, are called

Reducts [4]. This method evaluates the features based

on measures such as dependency, distance, information

gain, and similarity which are independent of the learn-

ing algorithm [5] is called Filter methods, which are

considered to be efficient and faster.

Rough set theory [6] is a mathematical approach to

deal with lack of certainity or distinctness. Rough set

theory provides filter based mathematical frameworks for

dimensionality reduction in datasets that uses standard

operations in conventional set theory. It uses the existing

features in the data and does not require additional

parameters to operate. Many methods are for feature

selection have been proposed using Rough Sets. Dis-

cernibility matrix [7], [8] has been used to generate

all possible reducts for the dataset. We are in the era

of big data, with astonishing rate of growth of the

data. According to International Data Corporation (IDC)

[9], worlds data growth rate is at 66% per year which

is expected to reach approximately equivalent to 175

zettabytes by the year 2025 (Figure. 1).

To address the BigData challenge, in this work we

use Greedy algorithm and Discernibility matrix based

algorithm for attribute reduction in distributed cloud

frameworks like Spark [10] for scalability and efficiency.

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows:

section II - Related work, section III - Background,

followed by section IV and V - Methods used and results

respectively.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Emotion Mining from Text

Autors Lei et al. [11] present a lexicon-based approach

towards social emotion detection. They designed a new

algorithm for document selection which has positive

effect on the performance of social emotion detection

systems. After document selection they exploit words

and Part-of-Speech(POS) features. POS helps alleviate

the problems of emotional ambiguity of words and the

context dependence of the sentiment orientations. Finally

generate the emotion lexicon based on the features. They

gathered 40,897 news articles assigned with ratings over

8 social emotions including touching, empathy, bore-

dom, anger, amusement, sadness, surprise, and warm-

ness. Their method outperforms the baseline methods of

SWAT [12], Emotion-Topic Model (ETM), and Emotion-

Term Model (ET) [13] and [14].

Authors Chellal et al. [15] use the categories of

informativeness, novelty, and relevance to user interest as

conjunctive condition for tweet selection. They propose

adaptive method based real time tweet summarization

model using the TREC MB RTF-2015 [15] data set.

Authors Aono and Himeno [16] classify tweets with

the intensity of emotion based on the idea that n-grams

play important role to represent emotions in tweets. They

use convolutional neural network model and achieve an

average correlation co-efficient of 0.620

Authors Turcu et al. [17] use supervised machine

learning models like Naive Bayes, K-Nearest Neighbor

and Support Vector Machines, and deep learning neural

net tensor flow model, decision tree for affective tweets

task and achieve best accuracy of approximately 0.73 for

emotion Joy.

B. Attribute Selection and Rough Sets

Author Xie [4], derive boolean matrix directly from

the information system and generate set of reducts. The

core idea of this algorithm is to use appearance regularity

of the elements of reductions and supersets of reductions

to construct the set of all reducts. Similarly in [18],

initial information system or table is transformed into

a special decision table in the form of matrix. Then by

using set of simplification rules on the derived table they

construct the set of reducts using dynamic programming.
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It is applied to medium small sized data tables from UCI

Machine Learning repository [19].

Another traditional approach [20] is using attribute

consistency check for finding the reduct and core of

consistent datasets. This algorithm removes one con-

dition attribute at a time to check for consistency of

the remaining table. A table is said to be consistent if

for two or more rows or cases for the same values of

condition attributes we have the same decision otherwise

it is inconsistent. Thus the attributes that are required for

the consistent table are marked as reducts of the dataset.

This approach is extensive and it is only applicable for

smaller datasets.

Authors Wang et al. [21] and Author Skowron [8]

use discernibility matrix based algorithm for finding

attribute reducts. Similarly [7] propose a discernibility

based funtion to find reducts. Authors Al-Radaideh et

al., [22], also use the discernibility matrix modulo as

input for the heuristic reduct computation approach by

attributes weighting. They use different attribute weights

such as global weight, local weight, and attribute value

cardinalities for the purpose of reduct generating algo-

rithm.

Authors Korzen and Jaroszewicz [23] find reducts

without explicitly building the discernibility matrix, by

use of conditional Gini index. The discernibility based

algorithms are usually expensive especially for large

datasets. There have been many heuristic and greedy

algorithms proposed for attribute reduction.

Rough set theory was first introduced by Zdzislaw

Pawlak [24]. This approach of Rough Sets constitutes

a base for Knowledge Discovery in Databases, Machine

Learning, Decision Support Systems, Pattern Recogni-

tion. Some of the problems approached using rough set

theory are feature selection, eliminate redundant data,

identifiy data dependencies, pattern extraction like as-

sociation rules, discover data similarities or differences,

and approximate data classification. Rough set based

methods have been applied in the area of business, web

and text mining [25], image processing [26], medicine,

bioinformatics [27], economics [28].

C. Actionable Pattern Mining

Data may have interesting patterns and insights which

can be discovered using Action Rule Mining method.

Action rules are rules that provide suggestions or actions

on possible state change that benefits the user.

Actionable patterns or Action rules play an important

role in the applications of Emotion mining. Some exam-

ples include: suggest calming music or mood enhancing

movies in smart phones, car, and other such systems

where the application identifies the user emotion and

suggest ways to enhance negative emotion to more

positive emotion. Authors in [29], [30] identify emotions

in tweet data and extract action rules for emotion change

recommendation.

III. BACKGROUND

In this section we describe basic terms including

information system, decision table, and discernibility

matrix associated with Rough sets.

A. Information System

An information System is denoted by  = 〈!,",#〉,
where U = {x1, x2, ..., xn} is finite, nonempty set of

objects; A = {a1, a2, ..., am} is finite, nonempty set

of attributes; V is the domain of attribute set A. Let

us consider a sample information system in Table. I,

where ! is set of objects {x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6, x7, x8}
in the system; " is non-empty finite set of attributes

{A,B,C,E, F,G,D}; # is the domain of attributes in

", for instance the domain of attribute B in the system

$ is {B1, B2, B3}.

TABLE I
INFORMATION SYSTEM I

X A B C E F G D

x1 A1 B1 C1 E1 F2 G1 D1

x2 A2 B1 C2 E2 F2 G2 D3

x3 A3 B1 C1 E2 F2 G3 D2

x4 A1 B1 C2 E2 F2 G1 D2

x5 A1 B2 C1 E3 F2 G1 D2

x6 A2 B1 C1 E2 F3 G1 D2

x7 A2 B3 C2 E2 F2 G2 D2

x8 A2 B1 C1 E3 F2 G3 D2

B. Decision Table

The information system  is called a decision table

%&, when it contains a distinguished decision attribute

D and condition attributes C. Decision table is denoted

by %& = 〈!,",#〉, where U and V are same as defined

in section III-A, and A = C∪D. The information system

in Table.I, is decision system if the attributes " are

classified into Conditional C, and Decision D, " =
(C ∪D), where C = {A,B,C,E, F,G}, and D = D.

C. Discernibility Matrix

Let us consider the information system described in

section III-A, %'( () - discernibility matrix of the

information system  is represented by a n × n matrix

cij , given by Eq. 1.
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Fig. 2. 2018 Enterprise Datasphere by Industry [9]

cij = {a ∈ A : a(xi) 6= a(xj)}, fori, j = 1, 2, ..., n.
(1)

Similarly the discernibility matrix ( ), for a

decision table (section III-B) is denoted by a n×n matrix

cij , given by Eq. 2.

cij =

{

φ fd (xi) = fd (xj);

{a ∈ A : a(xi) 6= a(xj)} fd (xi) 6= fd (xj)
(2)

The discernibility matrix ( ), for a decision

table (section III-B) is given in Table. II.

TABLE II
DISCERNIBILITY MATRIX DT

X x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 x7 x8

x1

x2 ACEG
x3 AEG ACG
x4 CE ACG φ
x5 BE ABCEG φ φ
x6 AEF CFG φ φ φ
x7 ABCEG B φ φ φ φ
x8 AEG CEG φ φ φ φ φ

D. Indiscernibility Relation - Equivalence Relation

Let us consider the Information System =
〈 , , 〉. For every set of attributes B ⊆ A, an

equivalence relation is denoted by INDA(B) and called

the B-indiscernibility relation, which is given in Eq. 3.

INDA(B) = {(u, u′) ∈ U2 : a ∈ B, a(u) = a(u′)}
(3)

IV. METHODOLOGY

In this section we present our proposed approach of

Emotion mining and attribute reducts for actionable

pattern mining.

A. Data Collection

According to the IDC [9], 48% of enterprise data

sphere comprises of data from the Manufacturing,

Health-care, Financial services, Media and Entertain-

ment industries. Out of the four industries, it is notable

from Fig. 2 that Manufacturing is responsible for largest

share of data.

Given the amount of data in the manufacturing indus-

try, in this study we use the Net Promotor Score (NPS)

Data [31] collected by telephone surveys on customer

satisfaction. Net Promotor Score is a standard metric

used for measuring customer satisfaction by labeling

customers as ‘Promotor’, ‘Passive’, or ‘Detractor’.The

actual dataset was collected in a span of years. In

this study we use the Text feedback from customers

collected during the years 2015 - 2016 along with other

features containing customer details, survey details, and

benchmark questions on which the service is being

evaluated. The surveys are for 38 companies located

across United States and parts of Canada. We process

the text feedback and derive the decision attribute as

Customer Emotions. The decision problem is to improve

customer satisfaction/loyalty by identifying factors to

improve customer emotions. If a customer feels joy, or

trust then it is highly likely that the customer remains

loyal to the business and also improves Net Promotor

Score.

B. Data Processing and Feature Augmentation

The data collected consists of text comments in the

form of customer survey in the business data. The text

data is pre-processed as in Fig. 3

Text feedback is not syntactically well formed. So

the text need considerable pre-processing before further

steps of emotion labeling, and feature extraction. We

lowercase all the letters in the text, remove stop words,

replace slang words with formal text.

We add a new feature called emotion to the data. As

part of emotion labeling we use the National Research

Council - NRC Emotion lexicon [32]–[35].

The Annotations in the lexicon are at WORD-

SENSE level. Each line has the format: <Term>

<AffectCategory> <AssociationFlag>. Term indicates

the word for which the emotion associations are pro-

vided, AffectCategory indicates one of the eight emotions

(‘anger’, ‘fear’, ‘disgust’, ‘sadness’, ‘anticipation’, ‘joy’,

and ‘trust’), and AssociationFlag indicates one of two

possible associations either ‘0’ (target word has no

association with affect category) or ‘1’ (target word has

association with affect category).
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TABLE III
DATASET PROPERTIES: BUSINESS DATA - NET PROMOTOR SCORE (NPS)

Property NPS Business Data:
Client Comments
Parts 2015

NPS Business Data:
Client Comments
Parts 2016

NPS Business Data:
Client Comments Ser-
vice 2015

NPS Business Data:
Client Comments Ser-
vice 2016

Attributes 23 attributes including
- Client Name
- Division
- SurveyType
- ChannelType
- BenchmarkAll:
DealerCommunication
-BenchmarkAll:
LikelihoodtobeRe-
peatCustomer
- Emotion

37 attributes including
- Client Name
- Division
- SurveyType
- ChannelType
- BenchmarkAll: Con-
tactStatusofFutureNeeds
- BenchmarkParts:
AvailabilityYN
- BenchmarkParts:
EaseofCompletingPart-
sOrder
- Emotion

24 attributes including
- Client Name
- Division
- SurveyType
- ChannelType
- Benchmark: All - Ease
of Contact
- Benchmark: Service
- Repair Completed
Correctly
- Benchmark: Service
- Repair Completed
Timely
- Emotion

38 attributes including
- Client Name
- Division
- SurveyType
- ChannelType
- Benchmark: All -
Contact Status of Future
Needs
- Benchmark: All -
Contact Status of Issue
- Benchmark: Dealer
Offers solutions to
support the success of
cus
- Benchmark: Referral
Behavior
- Emotion

# of instances 6656 10102 11121 17706

Fig. 3. Text Pre-Processing

Each text feedback in the dataset is annotated with the

corresponding emotion based on the weights computed

using features such as word-sense. Thus we obtain

annotated dataset where each record is labeled with

corresponding emotions such as ‘anger’, ‘fear’, ‘disgust’,

‘sadness’, ‘anticipation’, ‘joy’, and ‘trust’.

C. Rough Sets for Attribute Reduction

1) Computation of Reducts using Discernibility Ma-

trix: This method computes the discernibility matrix [36]

for the given dataset, which is then used for computing

reducts [37].

2) Computation of Reducts using Quick Reduct Algo-

rithm: We use the QuickReduct [38] algorithm, here the

computation time depends on the number of attributes

instead of the number of objects. Thus it runs faster than

the one computation method. which uses the Discerni-

bility Matrix section IV-C1.

Algorithm 1: Reduct Computation

Input: Information System A

Output: ReductA(A)

1 compute the indiscernibility matrix M(A) =

(Cij)

2 Reduce M

3 d - number of non-empty fields of reduced M

4 Build set of Reducts R0, R1, ... , Rd

5 Remove the redundant elements from Rd

6 REDA(A) = Rd

D. SparkR

SparkR [39] is an R package for the use of Apache

Spark with R. Spark 2.4.4, SparkR provides a distributed

data frame implementation that supports operations like

selection, filtering, aggregation etc. (similar to R data

frames, dplyr) but on large datasets. SparkR also sup-
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Algorithm 2: Quick Reduct Algorithm

Input: Decision Table A

Output: Superreduct R

1 R ← {} ;

2 repeat the following

3 T ← R ;

4 foreach x ∈ (A - R) do

5 if γR∪{x} > γT then T ← R ∪ {x};

6 R ← T;

7 end

8 until γR == γA

Fig. 4. SparkR Architecture [39]

ports distributed machine learning using MLlib. The

SparkR architecture Fig. 4, consists of R to JVM brige

on the driver for submitting jobs to cluster and spark

executor on the worker for running R. For the purpose of

our experiements we use the SparkR Roughsets package

[40].

E. Actionable Pattern Mining

Action Rules mining is a method to extract action-

able patterns from the data. These rules helps identify

possible state change (from one state to another), to a

more desirable state. Consider the Information System in

Table.I. This Information System is denoted as Decision

system if the attributes are classified into flexible Mfl

, stable Mst and decision d, = (Mst,Mfl, {d}). From

Table. I Mst = {A,B,C}, Mfl = {E,F,G}, and d =

D.

The expression (y, y1 → y2) is an atomic action term,

where y is an attribute and y1, y2 ∈ Vy . If y1 = y2),

then y is stable on y1. In this case action term is denoted

as (y, y1) for simplicity.

• If t is an atomic action term, then t is an action

term.

• If t1 , t2 are action terms, then t1 ∗ t2 is an action

term.

• If t is an action term containing (y, y1 → y2) , (z,

z1 → z2) as its sub-terms, then y 6= z.

• Domain of action term is denoted by Dom(t),
which includes all attributes listed in t.

The expression r = [t1→ t2] is an Action Rule where,

t1 is an action term and t2 is an atomic action term. Eq.

4 is an example Action Rule from Table.I.

[B1∧C1∧(F, F3 → F1)∧(G,→ G1) −→ (D,D2 → D1)]
(4)

Support and confidence of rule r is given as below:

• sup(r) = min{card(Y1 ∩ Z1), card(Y2 ∩ Z2)}.

• conf(r) = card(Y1∩Z1)
card(Y1)

.
card(Y2∩Z2)

card(Y2)
.

• card(Y1) 6= 0, card(Y2) 6= 0, card(Y1 ∩ Z1) 6= 0,

card(Y2 ∩ Z2) 6= 0.

• conf(r) = 0 otherwise.

V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section we use the original raw data explained

in section IV-A apply the following methods: Emotion

Labeling (section. IV-B) on the customer feedback -

text data, that labels the text into eight basic emotions

(‘joy’, ‘sadness’, ‘surprise’, ‘trust’, ‘anticipation’, ‘dis-

gust’, ‘fear’, ‘anger’); attribute reduct (section. IV-C);

and Actionable Pattern Discovery.

A. Emotion Labeling

After Emotion Labeling, the Net Promotor Score Busi-

ness Data contains the following features as mentioned

in Table. IV.

TABLE IV
BUSINESS DATA - FEATURES.

Dataset #
Instances

#
Attributes

Client Comments Parts 2015 6656 23
Client Comments Service 2015 11121 22

Client Comments Parts 2016 10102 37
Client Comments Service 2016 17706 36

B. Reducts using Rough Sets

The experiments are performed in both Single node

local machine and University Research Cluster (URC),

which includes the following services: HBase, Hive,

Hue, Impala, Kudu, Oozie, Spark, Spark2, Sqoop2, and

YARN. It has 16 nodes with dual Intel 2.93 GHz 6-

core processors. The data in Table. IV is used to run

two reduct computation algorithms using rough sets

explained in section IV-C1 and section IV-C2.
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TABLE V
BUSINESS DATA - QUICK REDUCT.

Dataset Single
Node -
approx.
Time
Taken

URC
Cluster -
approx.
Time
Taken

Client Comments Parts 2015 36.3
seconds

32.74
seconds

Client Comments Service 2015 1.05 mins 1.102
mins

Client Comments Parts 2016 3.116
mins

3.092
mins

Client Comments Service 2016 6.557
mins

6.26 mins

TABLE VI
BUSINESS DATA - DISCERNIBILITY MATRIX - SINGLE NODE.

Dataset
Single Node

approx. Time Taken (mins)
Discernibility Matrix Reduct Computation

Client Comments Parts 2015 4.18 4.63
Client Comments Service 2015 50.85 8.93

Client Comments Parts 2016 23.18 12.70
Client Comments Service 2016 72 157.8

TABLE VII
BUSINESS DATA - DISCERNIBILITY MATRIX - URC CLUSTER.

Dataset
URC Cluster

approx. Time Taken (mins)
Discernibility Matrix Reduct Computation

Client Comments Parts 2015 2.99 2.28
Client Comments Service 2015 59.05 8.75

Client Comments Parts 2016 7.6 981secs
Client Comments Service 2016 184.8 70.8

C. Action Rule

We generate Action Rules for the Business Data

labeled with emotions, generated in section V-A. The

dataset consists of records describing attributes of Ma-

chinery parts company sales, including the customer

feedback text comments and their corresponding Emo-

tion in one of the following category ‘joy’, ‘trust’,

‘anticipation’, ‘fear’, ‘disgust’, ‘sadness’, ‘anger’, ‘sur-

prise’. We choose Emotion as the decision attribute and

generate Action Rules that help identify changes that

are required for the Emotion to be more positive. For

example, to change the emotion from ‘anticipation’ to

‘trust’.

The decision problem here is to suggest possible rec-

ommendations to the Machinery parts companies sales,

on how to make customers feel much better which ulti-

mately helps improve customer loyalty and satisfaction.

The data is first processed to contain only attributes

from the attribute reduction step. Later the data is divided

into two parts with decision attribute ‘Emotion’ on each

part of the data for distributed processing. Then com-

bined to obtain the final set of rules. Extracted sample

Action Rules are provided in Table. VIII.

Let us consider the rule ClientCommentParts2015AR2

in Table. VIII. According to the Action Rule, if the

Benchmark value of time it took to place the or-

der (BenchmarkPartsT imeitTooktoP laceOrder) is

changed from 9 to 10 and Overall Satisfaction and Order

Accuracy values are maintained at 10, then it is possible

to gain customer Trust.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presents application of identifying Emotions

from the customer survey feedback in the manufac-

turing Industry data and applying Action Rule mining

methods to identify actionable patterns to help improve

customer satisfaction. Most of the work to build in-

telligent data mining systems, machine learning algo-

rithms, pattern mining tend to face the bottleneck at

the point of the acquiring best possible knowledge to

extract useful patterns. In this paper we use the rough-

set attribute reduction algorithms, concept of SparkR

distributed framework to overcome the problem of high

dimension data and chose the best possible attributes for

pattern discovery. We apply our method on domains,

especially that are generating high volume of data in

the current world: Business data. The execution time

on Spark cluster is much less compared to the Single

Node machine. In future we plan to improve attribute

selection process by splitting the data into sub-systems,

using intelligent data partitioning and attribute weightage

schemes.
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